
 The memories I have from attending Cabot High School are too great to 
capture properly.  I gained a great deal of confidence by attending a school that let 
me be involved in the community, the extracurricular activities and the decision 
making.  In my freshman year, although somewhat kicking and screaming, my 
class participated in The Freshman Outdoor Program.  This program enhanced the 
already strong bond of the class of 1995 and continues to this day to be a topic of 
alum conversation.  It worked on our problem solving, or friendship and survival 
skills.  

 Over the years in High school my class had the ability to participate in 
Project Harmony, Close-up, IOTA, Humanities, Water Quality, the Costa Rica Trip 
(with an Apple computer connection), mentoring, the symposium for restructuring 
education, New York City Trips, Trips to Boston and Maine (and I am sure many 
more things I have forgotten to write).  I was able to take a class learning about the 
town’s history, and was able to help the community with the fall foliage festival.   



We were able to participate in chorus, band, theater, soccer, basketball and 
anything else we wanted.  

  I had a conversation with a fellow parent a few weeks ago while 
participating in a concert at Twinfield High School, as a member of the Barre-
tones.  She asked “How can they have students in band and chorus”?  She said 
that her children had to choose, and she wished they had been able to do both.  I 
laughed, and replied, I grew up in Cabot, if we were not involved it didn’t exist, but 
that is what made it fun.   We may not have had the best chorus or band, the best 
theater production or the best competing FBLA team, but what we had was the 
opportunity to try.  I had the opportunity to have a computer to use for daily work 
without my parents having to invest. 
	
 I have taken what I learned at Cabot and use it today.   I coach a grades ¾ 
Basketball team, I am a member of the Valley Players Theater board of directors, I 
sing with the Barre-tones and I work as a computer programmer.   

 The teachers are still some of my heroes.  They were exciting and kept me 
engaged in school.   I cannot imagine my life without my small town start.  


